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About PMA.core
You are reading the manual for PMA.core, a central component of the Pathomation software platform
for digital pathology ("the platform").
PMA.core operates through web protocols and supports a number of file formats, allowing you to
manipulate WSI data from different vendors in a standardized manner. This enables efficient
management of digital slide images while requiring minimal setup.
PMA.core manages your whole slide images. It is not responsible for viewing and other operations such
as annotations, data capture, and image analysis. While PMA.core contains the necessary functions to
retain these types of data, it does not provide end-user interfaces to create and manipulate it. The
software acts as a broker between the various vendor-dependent file formats on one end, and a variety
of different end-user applications on the other:

The end-user applications are typically referred to as "downstream" applications in this manual. They
can be other member-components of our platform (PMA.view is an excellent viewer), but they may be
completely custom-built by third-parties as well (in which case communication with PMA.core is
conveniently facilitated through webservices).
This type of broker-like interaction enables both downstream viewing and analysis. PMA.core allows
adopters of WSI to build a context around each slide (on-slide graphical annotations and form-data)
and manage this as needed.

1.1

Who should read this
Histotechnicians, pathologists, administrators and software engineers should read this user guide and
use it for reference while using the system.
This document is intended for users who need to know how to set up PMA.core, as well as end-users
(though the latter will typically interact with downstream applications such as PMA.view).
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Installation
In this chapter we show you the software installation steps to go through to get PMA.core successfully
up and running on your system. We also explain how our license model works.

2.1

System requirements
System requirements, software prerequisites, and other recommendations are described in a separate
document "System Requirements".

2.2

Installation
Assuming that your setup conforms to our system requirements (defined in a separate document;
contact us if you do not have this document), installation is done by one of Pathomation's support
engineers. Installation can occur on-site or from a distance.
If you wish to have setup performed remotely, please advise us at least 48 hours in advance concerning.
This gives us sufficient notice to test connectivity settings. We are flexible and are familiar with a
number of remote control systems, including but not limited to Remote Desktop (RDP), VNC, WebEx,
and TeamViewer. The account provided to use for installation should have sufficient (preferably
administrator-level) privileges so we can may install and configure additional Windows components
(laid out in the system requirements document).
Installation typically takes about half a day, but may vary depending on the need to download and
install additional prerequisites, as well as internet speed provided, and the performance of the
hardware setup.
The various components are of PMA.core and the terminology used throughout this manual are
outlined in the following schema:
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License setup
When starting the application for the first time a license will be required. The system will display a
section where license information can be found. The user must copy the request code, which can be
found in the second tab and send it to the vendor:
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The vendor will provide the user with an appropriate license file, which can be installed from within the
third tab:

Once the license has been successfully installed, the system will display the appropriate message.
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Initial setup
There are several steps you should take when you first start to use PMA.core. You must set up the
system so it knows where to obtain image (WSI) data, and should define at least one other user besides
the administrator.
This chapter outlines the initial steps; subsequent chapters elaborate on these basic actions.
We assume that installation was successful, that you have a URL pointing to the location (check with
your local system administrator), and that you're familiar using a standard modern webbrowser (see
also our system requirements stipulated elsewhere).

3.1

Navigation
PMA.core is a web-based system running on IIS. Therefore, you'll need a webbrowser and a networkconnection to use the system.
During installation you will have determined the URL through which the application is accessible. When
visiting the URL for the first time, you can log on with the default username "admin" and password
"admin". The password is case-sensitive, so "ADMIN" or "AdMiN" will fail.

Upon successful login (if unsuccessful, you receive an error message and you're allowed to attempt to
© 2015 Pathomation
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log in again), you see the startpage for the PMA.core administration interface:

The exact appearance of this page depends on your specific installation and what optional modules are
available.
Identity control: shows what login that was used
for authentication, and allows one to log out again
(and subsequently switch personas)
Navigation menu: allows the user to make a
selection to administer and monitor different
aspects of PMA.core. Some menu-items are
collapsable and have additional sub-menus. The
specific menu- and submenu-items shown may
vary based on your specific installation and license
terms.

© 2015 Pathomation
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Content frame: shows
content for the selected
menu-option. By default,
the "home" selector in
the menu is highlighted
upon login. Some highlevel usage statistics are
shown in this, which can
be further examined by
clicking on them.

3.2

Minimal user management
In order to have an optimal functioning system, there are some minimal housekeeping rules that you
should take care of right now. Don't delay, don't let this linger, don't postpone this until later. Do this
now; you'll gain some experience with the PMA.core system and have a more secure environment
because of what you're about to do (but only if you do it).

3.2.1

Change the admin password
The initial (default) username and password are explicitly mentioned in this manual. This is done for
your ease and convenience as a first-time user. This also means that unless you change this default
password, everybody in the world who has access to this manual now also has access to your system (if
they know the URL).
Select "Users" from the navigation menu. You should only see one user in the content frame. Depending
on your license terms and specific installation, you may see more or less additional columns behind the
login. E.g. you may have a restrictive version that doesn't allow you the granularity to determine which
users may perform annotations and which ones may not. In that case the column 'Can Annotate' will
not be visible for your particular installation. You should contact us if you feel absence of certain
features is somehow an error, or if you think anything else is missing (that you were actually expecting
to see).

After clicking on the "Edit" button, you can change the properties for the account. You should at least
modify the password, but you can also update the remaining information with your own personal
information:
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Additional options that are shown below these fields can be left on their default values for now. Details
for these are elaborated upon in subsequent chapters (they may also vary based on your license
agreements and other contracts with Pathomation).
After changing the above fields to fit your particular circumstances, make sure the press the save button
to commit your modifications.

3.2.2

Creating a new user
At this point, it's also a good idea to create at least one new user who's not an administrator. For that,
go to the user overview frame and click the "Add" button in the top-right corner.

A blank form appears, and you'll recognize the various fields from when you were editing the
administrator's account.

© 2015 Pathomation
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You may ignore once again all the fields below the "email" field. Press the "Create" button to finish the
new user profile and see it appear in the list of users:

Note that you just created the "apalmer" user without administrator privileges (default setting). This
means that this new user is restricted in what (s)he's allowed to do.
3.2.2.1

Access restrictions

In the above section, you created the "apalmer" user without administrator privileges (default setting):
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Based on the scheme above, the "admi"-user will be allowed use the PMA.core management interface,
whereas the "apalmer"-user will not. When apalmer tries to log in through the main PMA.core login
screen with these credentials, (s)he'll be unable to proceed. Since PMA.core is considered a
management application for the Pathomation software platform, only users with a checked
Adminsitrator flag can log in through here:

However, logging in through a downstream application such as PMA.view should proceed. The following
schema illustrates the difference between having the Administrator flag checked or unchecked (when
user "admin" and "apalmer" try to gain access to the same respective applications):

If access rights do not work out as you intended, check the chapter on user management for
troubleshooting an account's properties, or consult the separate PMA.view manual to see that you have
the connectivity with the corresponding PMA.core set up appropriately.

3.3

Start hosting your slides
Now that you've created your first user, you still have to be able to show that user some content. In
order to do that, you need to set up your first root directory. We elaborate on the concept in a
subsequent chapter, but suffice it to say for now that a root directory is a starting location from which
your various whole slide images will be hosted.

© 2015 Pathomation
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The reason for working with root directories has two advantages:
1. You don't have to navigate through a complicated directory structure before reaching the files that
you want to work with
2. You can map multiple root directories to organize slides according to different purposes or
workflows.
The concept of root directories is not dissimilar to mapped network drives in the Microsoft Windows
operating system, where you map a map such as \\myserver\dir\subdir\subsubdir\ to a (much simpler to
remember and address) drive letter.
One (minimal) downside of root directories is that you actually have to set them up.

3.3.1

Configuring a new root directory
You can set up a new root directory by going to Settings > Root Directories.

Similar to how you created you first user, you can set up a new root directory by clicking on the "Add"
button in the top-right corner of the overview table:

The new form that appears is also not unlike the one you used to add a new user: enter an existing
folder on your hard disk, assign it a name that you can use for identification and recognize, and press
the "Create" button. You can may ignore the impersonation fields for now; these are explained in detail
in the dedicated chapter on root directories.
The folder that you enter must exist at this time, or you won't be allowed to proceed:
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If everything goes right, you should see your first root directory in the list now:

And you can browse the "demo" root directory by going to the Image menu. You'll be able to select
from any root directory that you have in your list, and see what files are present in each one.

Furthermore, you may inspect any file in this list by clicking on its filename first, and subsequently on its
thumbnail:

© 2015 Pathomation
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The image will then open in a new window, with a rudimentary no-bells-no-whistles interface.

You can find out more about what you can do with images in subsequent chapters, and of course you
can have access to a much more advanced viewer in the separate PMA.view application.

3.4

What's next
In this chapter, we've made an attempt to offer you a straight path to have operations up and running.
We've shown you the quickest route through a minimum of steps of what it takes to get your server
online and ready for action.
You've created your first user account, mapped your first (digital) slide repository, and even looked at
© 2015 Pathomation
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your first slide and experienced the ease of use of our platform, as well as the convenience of no longer
having to worry about "which files can I actually see?" or "do I have the right viewer for this?".
In subsequent chapters we elaborate on each of the topics touched upon in this introduction, and
introduce you to some new ones along the way.
We sincerely hope you enjoy our software and that this is the beginning of a fruitful collaboration and
relationship between you, the customer, and us, your friendly neighborhood digital pathology firm. As
always; should you have any comments, questions, or concerns, drop us a line at
info@pathomation.com.

© 2015 Pathomation
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Working with root directories
The root directories refer to the base directories where the system should look into for whole slide
images. All the subdirectories of the root directories are exposed by the application and whole slide
images that are discovered are advertised. A root directory may either be a local directory or a UNC
share.

This section allows the addition of new directories as well as the editing and deletion of existing ones.
Each root directory is given an alias by which it is referred. The path of a directory must be an absolute
path accessible by the host computer. Should the path not exist, an error message is shown:

You can edit already existing root directories by clicking on the pencil behind each entry in the overview
table:

© 2015 Pathomation
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Similarly, you may delete root directories by clicking on the delete icon behind each entry. A
confirmation prompt at this point will give you one last chance to reconsider:
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Accessing data on a network
It is very possible that WSI data is not stored on the local drive, but on a shared (high-capacity) storage
device. There are several reasons why this may be the case:
This machine may collect files from different locations and/or scanners.
The system requirements for your file server may also vary significantly from the requirements of
PMA.core.
Last but not least, you may simply want to access data for a temporary project that's stored
somewhere else at your company or institute, without having to go through the trouble of copying
several terabytes of data.
PMA.core therefore lets your map root-directories on a (shared) network drive. A UNC-path to a
networked directory looks like \\servername\sharename\dir\subdir\. There are three conditions for
this:
The UNC share must exist at the time of creation
The IIS account running PMA.core must have sufficient access rights to the specified path
The share may not be accessed through a mapped drive; but only through a fully qualified UNC path
If no immediate access is possible for the share, you may specify impersonation information (which
should be provided to you by the system administrator who's responsible for the machine that you're
trying to reach). Impersonation information is verified, and the root-directory may only be created if
impersonation is successful.
When a UNC share does not exist, the following error message is displayed:

Note that you can only map network locations through their UNC path. PMA.core does not allow mapped
(network) drives to be referenced directly. If \\servername\sharename\ is mapped as drive X:, you can

not create a root directory with the path reference x:\dir\subdir\. The reason for this is twofold:
A file needs to be traceable to an unambiguous location. There's no way to find out whether \
\servername\sharename\dir\subdir\foo.svs and x:\dir\subdir\foo.svs are the same files (at least not
in a simple straightforward manner)
Since IIS runs as a background service in the OS, it cannot be guaranteed that the x: drive-letter will
always be available (especially when no actual user is logged into the system).

4.2

Nested references
Two root-directories are nested if one is contained within another one. There are very good reasons to
have this kind of setup: you can have a folder d:\projects\ with over 100 different subdirectories, but
only two or three of those are actually of importance to you at any given time. Nevertheless you may still
need to consult occasionally some of the other projects as well, so you really need the following setup:
© 2015 Pathomation
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One root-directory "projects" pointing to d:\projects
Two other root-directories "project_foo_004" (project 4 for customer foo) and
"project_bar_045" (project 45 for customer bar) that offer you quick access to the files in d:\projects
\foo\p0004 and d:\projects\bar\p0045.
It is clear that d:\projects\qcor\p0004 is a subdirectory of d:\projects and as such qualifies as a nested
directory.
Whether you want to actually allow this is up to you. In PMA.core, the files will be mapped to different
locations and therefore will be accessible through different routes. Therefore, we recommend disabling
nested root-directories if you plan to do any of the following:
Move files to other locations using the image manager
Capture on-slide annotations
Capture form-data
Nested root-directories are fine to use, as long as you only use PMA.core to host and view WSI
content.

4.2.1

Disabling nesting
The following operations should only be performed by experienced users. If you don't know what the
"AppSettings" in web.config is (or where to find the web.config file), you should stop reading and
contact somebody more knowledgeable in this area.
Assuming that you know what you're doing; you can control whether nested root-directories are allowed
by modifying the AllowNestedRootDirectories switch in web.config:

Appropriate error handling is provided. Say that you have the following situation:
AllowNestedRootDirectories is set to false
A root directory "cases" exists and points to c:\wsi\worklist\
A subdirectory exists c:\wsi\worklist\case04\
When trying to map c:\wsi\worklist\case04 to a separate root directory, an error message shows:

© 2015 Pathomation
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Server setup
All the system configuration options can be found from the left menu under the "Settings" section.
Depending on who manages and maintains your Pathomation setup (in-house or third-party), not all
entries described in this section may be visible in your particular installation.

5.1

Root directories management
Root directories can be managed by selecting the "Root directories" option under the "Settings" section
in the left menu.

The list displays all the configured root directories and provides options to add new, edit and delete
entries.
The "Offline" column indicates whether or not a root directory is enabled. An offline root directory is
not advertised by the system and it's contents are not available to the users of either PMA.core or
PMA.view.
The "Path exists" column indicates whether or not the system is able to mount a root directory's path
and access it's contents. For example a root directory that points to a local file system folder, that
has been deleted, will not have the "Path exists" column checked.
To add a new root directory, click the "Add" button on the top right of the table.

The following fields can be defined for a root directory:

© 2015 Pathomation
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Field

Description

Path

A valid absolute path to a local folder or a
UNC share that the server can access

Alias

The name by which this root directory will
appear in the image manager as well as in
PMA.view

Impersonation username

Optional username to use to mount a UNC
share

Impersonation password

Optional password to use to mount a UNC
share

Impersonation domain name

Optional domain name to log on to, to mount
a UNC share

Offline

Boolean value that indicates whether or not
this root directory is advertised by the system.

© 2015 Pathomation
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Setting a root directory in offline mode, will
cause it to become invisible in the image
manager as well as in PMA.view

5.2

Image settings
In the image settings section image compression and tile related values can be configured.

5.3

Field

Description

Tile Size

The size of each side of the served tiles in
pixels

Image Format

The image format of all the served images
(tiles, thumbnails, snapshots etc.)

Image Quality

1 to 100 value that defines the image quality
for lossy compression schemes. Default value
is 100 (equal to 100% quality)

Image Format Parameters

Format specific parameters that may be
required

Cache settings
In the cache settings section the cache strategy of the system can be defined. In the first tab (Cache

© 2015 Pathomation
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Settings), the following fields are available:

Field

Description

Use cache

Indicates whether or not the system caches
requested tiles. By default, caching is turned
off.

Cache Path

The directory where cache files are stored.
This is a web application relative path.

Retention Days

The number of days after which a cache file is
automatically erased by the system.

Zoom Level

The maximum zoom level for which tiles are
stored in the cache. Requests for tiles beyond
that level are served normally but not stored
in the cache.

In the second tab (File Extension Cache Settings), settings for specific file types based on their extension
can be defined:

© 2015 Pathomation
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Field

Description

File Extension

The extension of the whole slide image type a
setting refers to.

Use cache if file is local

Boolean value that tells the system whether
or not to create and use a cache if the file is
located in a local directory.

Use cache if file is remote

Boolean value that tells the system whether
or not to create and use a cache if the file is
located in a UNC share.

Cache builder settings
In this section the status of the cache service is displayed. The user can see which image is currently
being processed as well as the progress of the cache building. Furthermore, it is possible to control the
order by which the service should be the images to process and the zoom levels that it should generate
cache for.
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By clicking the edit icon next to each image, the user can modify the settings for the specific image in
the cache queue. The delete button removes the specified image.

Field

Description

Priority

Integer value that designates the absolute
order by which this image will be picked by the
cache service. Larger values are picked before
smaller ones.

Zoom level from

The zoom (pyramid) level at which cache
generation should start.

Zoom level to

The zoom (pyramid) level at which cache
generation should stop.

© 2015 Pathomation
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Server settings
In this section the SMTP mail server settings that the PMA.core system should use are defined.

Field

Description

SMTP Server URL

A resolvable address for the SMTP server

SMTP Server Username

Optional username to use to login, if the
server requires authentication before sending
a message.

SMTP Server Password

Optional password to use to login, if the
server requires authentication before sending
a message.

Email Address

The email address that will appear as the
sender of the messages.

Use SSL

Indicates whether or not the system should
use an encrypted connection to connect to
the server.

© 2015 Pathomation
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User management
System users can be managed by selecting the "Users" option from the left menu.

The "Last login" column displays each user's last successful login date.
The "Administrator" column indicates whether or not a user can access PMA.core. Non administrator
users can only login via PMA.view and therefore cannot perform system management tasks within
PMA.core.
The "Can Annotate" column indicates whether or not a user is allowed to create and edit annotations
within PMA.view.
The "Suspended" column indicates whether or not a user is currently allowed to login to either
PMA.core or PMA.view. A suspended login is treated as invalid by the system.
Next to each entry the following buttons appear:
Button

Description

Edit

Edits the selected user. This option allows the
modification of the user's password, email
and name. Furthermore the access level of
the user can be changed (administrator or
not) as well as whether or not the user is
allowed to create and manage annotations.
Finally a user can be (un)suspended within this
option.

Delete

Deletes the selected user

Remind password

Sends a notification email to the selected user
that contains their password in plain text

Reset and remind password

Sets a random password for the selected user
and sends them a notification email that
contains the new password in plain text

© 2015 Pathomation
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To add a user click on the "Add" button on the top right of the table.

The following fields can be defined for each user:

Field

Description

First Name

The user's first name

Last Name

The user's last name

Login

The user's username

Password

The user's password

Email

The user's email address

Administrator

Boolean value that indicates whether or not
the user can login to the PMA.core
administration interface

© 2015 Pathomation
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Can Annotate

Boolean value that indicates whether or not
the user can create annotations for virtual
slides

Suspended

Boolean value that indicates whether or not
the user can login to the PMA.core and
PMA.view systems

© 2015 Pathomation
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Image management
The image manager is accessible from the "Images" option on the left menu. This section allows the
user to browse through the available virtual slides, manage the cache files, view, move and rename
each image and import native annotations for the supported digital slide formats.

Using the tree view the user can navigate through the available directories. Clicking on a directory will
display its contents in the middle section. The "stats" button will calculate cache statistics for all the
cache files in the system.

Sample cache report:

The contents of the selected directory are displayed in the middle panel. Each type of slide is presented
in a different color. The "Empty Cache" button erases all the cache files for the selected directory.

When an image is selected, its information as well as a thumbnail are presented in the image panel.
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Clicking on the image opens a full screen viewer. There are several buttons available in the image panel
interface:
Empty cache: Erases the cache of the slide
Add to cache queue: Adds the image to background cache service's queue, which will schedule
the population of the cache file. The cache queue can be monitored through the Cache builder
settings.
Move image: Moves the image to another directory
Rename image: Renames the image
Import native annotations: Scans the image for supported annotation data and imports them
into PMA.core
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Form management
In the forms management section, data input forms can be designed that are subsequently assigned to
virtual slides. These forms can then be filled in by the system's users while viewing slides. The data that
users submit for each form are also available within this section.

8.1

Forms
In the forms tab, the list of available forms is displayed. It is possible to create new forms or edit the
existing ones.

Adding a new form displays a pop up dialog that accepts the basic information of a form. Once this data
is provided, the form designer is displayed.

Field

Description

Name

The form's title

Version

Numeric version of the form

© 2015 Pathomation
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Description

Description text

Instructions

Optional instructional text to be displayed to
the users that will fill the form

37

The form designer enables the management of a form's available fields. A new field can be added by
selecting the desired field type from the "Add New Field" dropdown box:

Field Type

Description

Text

Displays a text box that accepts a free text
value

Integer

Displays a text box that accepts an integer
value

Double

Displays a text box that accepts a decimal
value

DateTime

Displays a text box that accepts a date & time
values

Percentage

Displays a text box that accepts values
between 0 and 100

Paragraph

Displays a paragraph of text which accepts no
input

Select List

Displays a list box that contains values from a
predefined list
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Checkboxes

Displays multiple checkboxes with values from
a predefined list

Radio

Displays multiple radio buttons with values
from a predefined list

Label

Displays a text label which accepts no input

Once a field type is selected, a panel is displayed at the end of the field list containing the properties of
the field. Depending on the field type, different information have to be provided in order for the field to
be defined.
Field Properties

Description

Field Types

Label

The text label that will appear
next to the field

All

Tooltip

The text hint that will appear
when the mouse is over the
field

All

Lower Bound

The minimum allowed value

Integer, Double,
Percentage, DateTime

Upper Bound

The maximum allowed value

Integer, Double,
Percentage, DateTime

Required

Boolean value that indicates
whether or not this field is
required

Text, Integer, Double,
Percentage, DateTime,
Select, Checkboxes, Radio

Allow Below

Boolean value that indicates
whether or not it is allowed to
enter values below the lower
bound

Integer, Double,
Percentage, DateTime

List

Lookup list of values

Select, Checkboxes, Radio

Allow Other

Boolean value that indicates
whether or not it is allowed to

Select, Checkboxes, Radio
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enter values that are not
contained in the list of values

The order by which the fields appear in the form can be arranged by dragging each field's panel to the
desired location:

8.2

Look-up lists
In the Lookup lists tab, lists of values are be defined that can be assigned to form fields in order to
reduce the acceptable values to specific ones.

A lookup list consists of the following fields:
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Field

Description

Name

The name of the list

List Version

Numeric version of the list

The possible values of the list can be added from the panel on the bottom of the list editor.

8.3

Submitted data
The data submitted by each user for each form can be obtained in the "Submitted data" tab in the
formats:
HTML
CSV
XML
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System status & diagnostics
Several status & diagnostic tool are available under the "Status" option on the left menu.

9.1

Installation check
The installation check section performs various test to ensure the correct installation of the system as
well as to verify the presence of all the required libraries.

9.2

Integrity Report
The integrity report section will perform a recursive scan on the selected root directories and report
virtual slides that cannot be parsed by the system.
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Active Sessions
In the session management section the currently active users are displayed. The system gives the ability
to terminate a user's session.

9.4

Logs
The log file section provides access to the raw log files produced by the server.
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10

Advanced topics

10.1

Interfacing the server from 3rd party software
PMA.core is a very flexible product. In such, it can be interfaced with from a number of other
environments. That type of operations is outside the scope of this document however. This type of
functionality is described in a separate document titled "programming guidelines".

10.2

Cache service
The cache service is an optional component of the PMA.core platform. It is a Windows service that runs
in the background and it's purpose is to generate and store tiles from digital slides. This is a process that
is typically scheduled a priori. In other words, a digital slide is added to the cache service's queue, the
service builds a cache for it and then PMA.core can use the pre-built cache in order to serve requests
for the particular image, to improve performance.

10.2.1 When to use the cache service
Creating a cache from a digital slide is a lengthy process. You should only add a digital slide to the cache
service's queue when you expect this slide to be viewed a lot of times by many users. This reduces the
effort required by the server to read the original image, since it can serve pre-generated images instead.
You should avoid adding images to the queue that are not expected to be viewed many times, in order
to save storage space.

10.2.2 How to add an image to the queue
This task is explained in the "Cache Settings" section of the server setup process.
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